Newsletter November 2017
Dear Paddlers,
Summer is upon us and the water is warming up once again.
It has been a busy few months and as always, we strive to bring you new, innovative and
interesting products. Hopefully this Newsletter will bring you up to date with everything that
has been happening at C-Kayak.
New Store in Erina
After 12 years of trading and many thousands of kayaks, SUP’s and happy customers
passing through our doors, we finally closed our store in West Gosford to make way for our
fantastic new Erina store.
Store manager, Geoffery Farrell, is a SUP instructor and has already made an impression in
the local market as someone who really knows his stuff when it comes to kayaks and
SUP’s.
If you are local on the Central Coast do pop in and have a look around, you will be
impressed.

C-Kayak Erina, 175 The Entrance Road, Erina, NSW 2250
Phone: (Geoffery) (02) 4324 2867 Mob. 0435 928 243
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Email: info@c-kayak.com.au

Accessories
NEW Ultra Deluxe Seat
Taking comfort to a new level, this seat is better
than all previous kayak seats.
It will fit any SOT kayak.
The ultra-comfy back support is reinforced with
stiff internal frames while the seat pad is raised
for extra comfort and ensuring that you’re not
sitting in a puddle.
A must-have for kayak fishermen or anyone who
paddles for more than a few minutes at a time.
Introductory Price only $67 or upgrade
from Deluxe Fishing Seat for only $30

NEW Multi-Purpose Kayak Trolley
Suitable for SOT and Sit-In Kayaks of
all shapes and sizes.
Designed by our own Steve Hargrave.
Will not damage the scuppers of your
SOT kayak.
Non-pneumatic wheels so they can’t go
flat.
Introductory Price $79

Inflatable PFD’s
Realising that conventional Kayak PFD’s are not that suitable for Stand-Up Paddle
Boarding, we have now introduced the Ultra Inflatable PFD and Ultra Inflatable Waist Pouch
to our range.
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Surprisingly these are also proving to be
very popular with our kayak customers.

Ultra Inflatable L150 PFD $89
Ultra Inflatable Waist Pouch $89

SUP Paddles
We have increased our SUP paddle range to now include new:

Painted Fibreglass SUP Paddles $229 ea

Carbon / Dark Wood, Carbon / Light Wood, Carbon Dark Bamboo & Carbon Light Bamboo
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Stand Up Paddle Boards
New SUP Designs
Our popular 10’ Wide Boy Composite SUP is now available in a 10’6” Version, the Tyrant
Wide Boy HV. This SUP is also a bit thicker than the 10’, making it a more suitable SUP for
larger paddlers looking for a board that is versatile enough to use on flat water and in the
surf.
Both the 10’ Wide Boy and the 10’6” Wide Boy HV are available in a range of exciting
colours, including some new & colourful options:

CLASSIC WOOD

DARK BAMBOO

TROPICAL FLOWERS
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FIRE DRAGON

YELLOW DRAGON
All these composite SUP designs are available at our standard package price of $998
including Adjustable Carbon Paddle, SUP Bag and Leash.
Kayaks
Riot & Boreal Designs
We are pleased to have been appointed Australian distributors for the well-known Canadian
designed brand Boreal Designs. Working with Riot & Boreal Designs we have helped to
develop an exciting range of thermo-formed ultra-light sit-in kayaks.
Riot Intrigue TX 10’2”
Only 11.4 Kg
Price $1 348

Boreal Designs Storm 17 / Only 19 Kg / Price $2 598
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Boreal Designs Compass 14 / Only 17 Kg / Price $2 398

Boreal Designs Halo 13 / Only 15 Kg / Price $2 148

Boreal Designs Pura 12 / Only 13 Kg / Price $1 848

Scorpio Terrapin DLX
Our best-selling little fishing kayak is now available in a deluxe version, the Terrapin DLX,
with Vantage seat option.

The Terrapin DLX with framed Vantage Seat sells for just $398 including paddle, two large
storage hatches and five rod holders.
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Point 65’N Falcon
Point 65’N have done it again, this time it’s the modular Falcon kayak, available as a single
or double, or even triple or more. Just add extra modules.

Falcon Single sells for Just $598 while the Falcon Double sells for $898
Really convenient for packing in the boot of your car and storage in your garage.
Paddle Days
Now that it’s warming up we have resumed our popular paddle days. Check with you local
C-Kayak store Facebook Page as to when they are planning their next Kayak or SUP
paddle day.
It’s a great opportunity to get out there with your new kayak or SUP and meet people with
the same interest.

We have plenty of other exciting new products lined up for the season but that’s about all
we can fit onto one newsletter so keep an eye on our website for latest news:
www.kayakgroup.com.au
Wishing you all a fantastic Summer. Time to get those kayaks and SUP’s out of the garage
and onto the water!
Remember to check your local C-Kayak Facebook page for upcoming Paddle Days.

The C-Kayak Team
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